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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (77)

Master Ciro,
I am getting ready for my next lunar return. Can you recommend 2 lunar
returns for AP (who has some work problems at the moment- for December
and January - 6th house emphasis (health and work). AP is born 18.Sept.54
- 20.15. Trieste.
Many thanks and all the best wishes for Xmas and NY!! Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
I advise these two ALR to A.P. Please, read again what is written, every
day, in English and in Italian, in this blog:
- At what time I will have my Solar Return?:
http://cirodiscepolo.homeip.net/oroscopi/rsmirata.asp, Best Regards.

ALR Karachi December 26 For AP
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ALR January 23 Doha Qatar For AP

***

Dear Ciro.
I am very grateful to you for your answer of 15.12.12 concerning my
birthday in 2013.
However I wanted to ask to advise at you to me a place in Europe more
than Mo-I-Rana, Norge because there very difficult and expensively to
reach. As about Lissabon or Amsterdam?
Thanks in advance. Yours faithfully,
Igor(11.02.1976 in 06.20,Kharkov in Ukraine).

Dear Igor,
do you remember a nice movie with Peter Sellers named "Hollywood
Party"? In this movie a fascinating woman asks to Peter Seller:
"Where are you from?"
"Bombay"
"Oh..., Bombay is in India?"
"Oh, yes: Bombay is 'very' in India!"
Now you asked me a location in Europe and you have my word that
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Mo-I-Rana is a lot in Europe!
Besides, as you can see on the first travel-website that I searched, for a
casual date, the round-trip tickets are of 621,96 euros for Lisbon and of
753,85 euros for Mo-I-Rana.
In the map upper you can see that the travel Kiev-Mo-I-Rana is about
one half of the travel Kiev-Lisbon. I think that to find a travel more economic
and more closed you have to choose the track Kharkov-Kharkov. Best wishes.

***

Hello, dear Ciro,
can you explain how to see signs of autism in the chart? which
planet or sign is responsible if children dont talk? Cant it be
Capricorn? Or Virgo?
Ive read your medical book, its wonderful, ive looked all my friends ar
family charts and everything was exactly as written in your book. But in cant
find anything about speech.
Zoe

Dear Zoe,
unfortunately I possess only one birth data of an autistic subject. You
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verify every day that the astrological indicators of the illnesses described
in my book of medical astrology work, indeed: this happens because I
have written only these references after having tried them hundreds and
hundreds of times.
When for a specific illness I have only few cases to study, then I am
silent. I am sorry.
Best regards.
***

Caro Ciro,
I'm writing to consult for my next solar return destination (2013).
Desirably, I would like to put jupiter on the cusps of 10/11th house, and
sun/mars in the 9th, saturn in the 4th, ASC in the 7th. But I can't seem to find
a place that does that!! Where do you think will be the best destinations??
I recall that your comments for my last SR (I chose yellowknife, NW,
Canada), and I think by the end of the year, I can understand why you said
I should have put ASC in 11th, instead of 10th, and saturn only in the 11th,
not the cusp of 11/12th. ASC in 11th amplifies the 7th, and 11th SR planets,
and minimizes bad saturn transit effects.
First of all, after two SR years of saturn in 12th, I personally feel I become
more and more paranoia, including, thinking unrelated things are related, or
simply hard to filter out what is related, and what is not.
If I exaggerate things to make a point, if I continue to put saturn in 12th
house for 10 more years, I will eventually develop full spectrum of symptoms
of schizophrenia. Which blends in with saturn in 11/12 th house for this SR
year. I feel it raises many questions about 11th house issues that I need to
confront in my upcoming transits.
And also I continue to realize how natal and solar return can really magnify
things: the double whammy effects?
My natal venus/mars in 4th, and with SR venus in 4th: I successful
persuade my mother to go on her first solar return trip, yes, it's a success on
my part, because there are always power struggles between my mother and
I. And now few months after her second solar returns, she has expanded
her business, has expanded her social networks to the point that she's
surprised and excited by it, etc. On the contrary, my natal saturn in 11th,
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and with SR saturn in 11th: I've decided to end three of my closest friendships,
that have lasted for more than 4 years.
The story: I felt betrayed, my former friends will tell people things I said
to them (that meant to be private conversations), not admit they have done
so, and when I said I was hurt by their behaviours, they think my reaction is
inappropriate, etc. I feel a relief to end it, but at the same time, it's nearly
impossible to start a new friendship under SR saturn in 11th.
Finally, with SR venus/jupiter in 7th (It's such an effort, recall, jupiter in
7th; then venus in 11th; then stellium in 5th, none of them seem to make me
do enough of the right things to attract the most compatible partner, I'll
blame my retrograde venus), I think I am getting close in finding my future
husband :-) Desirably, in my upcoming jupiter transits (to 7th house), it will
bring engagement, hopefully, hopefully.
Careers had been demanding, I transfer to another medical school (a
more reputable school), I perform better than before, with better resources
in reach. I still struggle, as if swimming up the current, I can either make
decent efforts to keep myself from drowning, or exhaust myself but finally
reach a serene, prosperous land.
Deva
March 20th 1985, 01:35 am - 113°05'E - 22°35' North

Dear Deva,
good news! Splendid the one of your mother! Only the blind peoples
are not able to see the extraordinary results of an Aimed Solar Return.
You and us know, however, that in some Houses we have to put the
bad planets...
I was able to find an ASR as you asked, but in it is not possible to
add even an Ascendant in the VII House: this ASR is not live neither
on the Moon.
Marianhamina, in Finland, Airport code MHQ, is a good one and you
could meet an interesting foreign man. In your Natal Chart Venus in IV
House speaks us of a second part of life with a great love.
You can live the second part of your life even at 30-35 years, for your
psychological maturity. Best wishes.
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ASR 2013 Marianhamina Finland

***

Dear Ciro,
I thank you for your work. No child of any age looks forward to losing
their mother.
My mother is 82 and is having a very bad year for her health. Very recently
I learned of her birth time (April 19, 1930. Oshkosh, WI, USA 08:20am).
Now I can look at her terrible 2012 SR (Oshkosh). I suffer at the thought
of her possible passing and ask for any comfort.
I know of others who have died with a very bad stellium 12th house SR.
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I know you tell your bloggers not to try to make elderly travel for ASR.
Julie

Dear Julie,
I understand your anguishes of daughter worried for the health of her
mother. Remember, however, that only if you find confirmation in all the
ASRs of all her relatives and friends you can think about one near death of
her. So many times the elderly people also cross terrible years for banal
things and then they have an exceptional resumption.
The next ASR of your mother is not terrible and, if she had to die in that
year, this would happen in enough painless way (Jupiter in 11 ^ House).
It is true that I am contrary to let the elderly people to depart: but only
those that don't want to depart. My parents didn't believe in the aimed
birthdays and I, also knowing that I would have lost them, I never practiced
any pressure to make to depart them.
As you know I have also lost two young sisters. One could not depart
because her husband prohibited her to depart. The other one thought about
not being able to leave the job only even for a day. I would make to depart
all, also the children of few months and the elderly ones of 100 years, but
only if these last agrees. I recommend you to talk to your mother of it,
serenely, and if she was prepared we could subsequently improve the next
her ASR.
However immediately acquit you because you are a good daughter and
us we cannot force the wish of our darlings. An affectionate regard.

ASR 2013 Oshkosh Mother Of Julie
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